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New Life for QPAC
L&SI reports from the upgraded
Queensland Performing Arts Centre
Edinburgh Fringe
L&SI behind the scenes

PLUS . . .
Visitor Attraction: The Darwin Wing at the NHM
Company Profiles: AdLib Audio & VDC
Show Review: Pro Audio news from AES New York
Training: Entertainment Rigging with SWL
Installation: MediaMatrix at Kykkos Church, Cyprus
Regulars: Classic Gear, Audio File, Crew Cuts,
Green Room, Learning Curve, Second Fix & more . . .

On Tour: David Essex
At the York Opera House

TF: Zero 88’s Orb
An in-depth review . . .

L&SI has gone digital! Register online FREE at www.lsionline.co.uk/digital

classicgear

Classic Gear: The Littlite
Rob Halliday takes a nostalgic but instructive look back at the tools that have shaped the industry . . .
This one definitely falls under the “so taken for
granted it’s not noticed until it’s missing”
category. But it’s an unusual product: so many
of our tools are based on things created for
other industries - much rarer for something
made for us to find its way out to the wider
world. Yet that’s exactly what is happening with
the Littlite: that dependable friend throwing light
onto your console keyboard or mixing desk
faders can now be found all over the place,
even built into cars . . .
To describe, it’s a simple enough product:
a gooseneck task light with a tough, flexible
stem, rugged metal lamp hood with a finned
top that does double duty adjusting the
direction of the light and as a heat-sink for the
bulb, and a high but controllable light output.
Originally this was from tungsten lamps, but
LED versions (with a smooth rather than
finned hood) are now available, albeit less
useful for warming your hands over on a cold
outdoor gig!
While the description is simple, it’s the execution
that’s important: a measure of the Littlite’s
success is that there are all kinds of - let’s be
polite and call them ‘imitators’ - now available,
but you can generally tell pretty quickly that
they’re not the real thing, when the stalk won’t
stay where it’s put or there doesn’t seem to be as

much light falling where you need it. Real Littlites
are built up to a standard by their manufacturer.
Manufacturer? Littlite LLC, of course - but that
name somewhat hides the light’s history. It’s
unusual for the product of one entertainment
industry manufacturer to be widely used by
others, but it turns out that all those companies
supplying Littlites with their products are buying
one originally created to go with one particular
lighting console - the first Leprecon.

how bulky and fragile existing options were,
he designed his own. Fitted to the Leprecon
consoles - then and now - they caught the
attention of others; demand from those others
led to the creation of the separate Littlite
division that flourishes to this day.

The company responsible was originally known
as Custom Audio Electronics (CAE) formed by
Jim Fackert from his basement in Ypsilanti,
Michigan, perhaps as a way of getting off the
road. His first project was to built a sound
system for Emerson, Lake & Palmer, including a
touring console that was the first to offer stereo
submasters and three-band equalisation.
As a follow-up, he started doing all kinds of
special projects for production companies,
including modifying theatrical lighting
equipment to make it more ‘rock-and-roll’,
adding bump buttons and chasers. This led to
building his own consoles, first the Rainbo,
then the Leprecon LP-1000, a portable touring
console with submasters.

It flourishes because the core product is good
- and because the manufacturer makes all the
parts you might need to use them in just
about any application. As a result, the
‘products using us’ list on the Littlite website
reads like a who’s-who of the entertainment
lighting and sound industry, and the lights are
found on discerning production desks
worldwide - the tiny controllable light with the
weighted base and built-in dimmer greatly
preferred over the cheap desk lamp with
colour gaffer-taped over the front!

Every time he modified or built a console,
Fackert added worklights - but, frustrated by

> www.littlite.com

NEW STUDIO RAIL

Hawthorn are proud to add indoor and
outdoor LED screens to our extensive hire

A comprehensive overhead studio rail system

range, which includes lighting, sound,

Available in natural aluminium or black anodise

A BRILLIANT SOLUTION
WHICHEVER WAY YOU
LOOK AT IT

Features unique joint pin alignment
Full range of accessories

video, staging, drapes and rigging.

Our indoor and outdoor LED screens have been designed using
the latest advances in electronic engineering and feature a 145
degree viewing angle.
Both indoor and outdoor LED screens are

Modular and Quick Connection
´

manufactured to the highest standards using

Highest Standard Components
´

the best materials and electronic components

Versatile Control System
´

that LED technology has to offer. We can

Fully Field Tested
´

guarantee high performance pixel panels with

Brightness 4800 cd/m
´

a colour spectrum of 1 billion colours.

Resolution 1280 x 960
´
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Refresh Rate 800hz Flicker Free
´

In Stock Now!
®
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